PRINT SIMPLY ANYWHERE
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Ways to Reduce
Infrastructure,
Cut Costs and
Optimize Print

Secure Release Anywhere™: Print, track and
manage - with mobile first
Pull print technology isn’t new, but PrinterOn has reinvented it by
providing a unique solution that cost-effectively extends pull
printing to mobile users. Only PrinterOn delivers a combined
solution that enables secure print, tracking and management of all
print workflows whether mobile or desktop. A single, centrally
managed solution delivers a consistent user experience, reporting
for cost control and compliance, along with increased IT efficiency.
All this saves time and money for everyone.
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Reduce Waste
20% of all print is waste. Secure Release Anywhere
prevents documents from automatically printing.
Forgotten documents won’t be left on the printer
and end up in the recycling bin.

Increase Security
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Requiring authentication at the printer adds a
further layer of security to corporate data by
virtually assuring that no physical prints are left
behind.

Reduce Infrastructure
Eliminate expensive personal printers that require
more maintenance and consumables. With
PrinterOn, every enabled printer on the network is
secure.

Reduce Need for Print Servers
PrinterOn requires only one print server on your
corporate network to run your entire print system
so there is no need to purchase extra hardware for
each remote location.

Increase Productivity
Users can pick their printer after submission and
release documents from any enabled printer near
them. Batch printing can be held in queue for
release at a later time during the day requiring
only one trip to the printer.

Reduce Support Calls
Printing problems are the second most common
support call after password resets. Reduce those
calls by providing users the ability to release
documents from another printer if one is out of
service.

Get started with PrinterOn today
and start saving!
800.990.2234 | acd-inc.com/printeron

